Regina Minor Football 2000 Inc.
RMF – Fair Play Policy
The following Fair Play policy is for ALL divisions. This rule does not apply to underage
players (i.e. players that are playing in a division higher than their age group due to
weight restrictions). AAPL players are Atom Aged Peewee Line players. These are atom
aged players that are over the Peewee 140 lb limit. They can play on the offensive or
defensive line within the close line play. The close line play area is an area extending
laterally from offensive tackle to tackle, from 2 yards behind the line of scrimmage to 1
yard ahead of the neutral zone (Total 4 yards).
Coaches will now list the starting 9 or 12 players on both sides of the ball. The rest of
the players will be considered the remaining players. Remaining players must get on the
field for a minimum of half the game (2 quarters). Coaches must designate how they
will get these players into the game on the game sheet by marking the letter of the
method beside the Scout team players name. There are only four methods to install
these players. When rotating 3 players for 2 positions, no player will sit out more than 1
play, series or quarter in a row.
Method A (Alternating Plays): Player is on the field every other play. Example: Wide
receivers take turns running the plays in.
Method B (Alternating Series): Player is on the field for every other series. Example: A
linebacker plays every play of all the odd series and sits out during the even series.
Method C (Alternating Quarters): Player is on the field for every play for 1 quarter of
each half. Example: A defensive back plays the first and fourth quarters.
Method D (Alternating Halves): A player is on the field for every play of the first or
second half. Example: One quarterback plays the first half of the game then a different
quarterback plays the entire second half.
A coach cannot change the method they will be using during the game. At half time a
coach can change if he was using method A, B, or C. If a coach is disciplining a player
(and sits him out for more than a quarter), the coach can only use method A or B for the
remainder of the game.
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